
A ferry can taRe 584 passengers. There are 439 
passengers on board. A travel agent booRed 

another 195 people for the cruise. 

How many people will not be able to travel? 

Mr Klein wants to booR a holiday to the Carib
bean. He has a budget of £400. His flight will 
cost £240. His accommodation with cost £175. 
He would also liRe to hire a jet sRi priced £94 

and go on a snorRelling trip priced £60. 

Can he afford the holiday? If not, how much 
more will the holiday cost? 

Harry wants to go on an adventure holiday. 
The hotel costs £134, transport costs £65 and 

sRiing lessons cost £139. 

How much will Harry's holiday cost altogether? 

Ling has £90 to travel to London. The travel 
agent has found a train that costs £56. 

How much money does Ling have left? 



Juan wants to Rnow how many holidays were 
booR.ed in March. He found out that 547 

holidays were in Spain whilst 259 holidays 
were in France. How many more holidays were 

booR.ed to Spain than France? 

The distance between the UK and Poland 
is 2047Rm. 

If Paula has already travelled 1284Rm, 
how many Rm is left of her journey? 

An adult flight ticR.et to Belgium costs £110 and 
a child's ticR.et costs half the price of the adults. 

How much more money would a family of two 
adults and two children need if they had £290? 

A plane can taR.e 264 passengers. There are 183 
people on board. A travel agent booR.ed another 

86 people onto the plane. 

How many people will not be able to travel? 
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Globetrotting Customer Problem Cards Answer Sheet
Question Answer

A ferry can take 584 passengers. There are 439 passengers on board. A travel agent booked another 195 people for  
the cruise. 

How many people will not be able to travel?

50

Harry wants to go on an adventure holiday. The hotel costs £134, transport costs £65 and skiing lessons cost £139. 
How much will Harry’s holiday cost altogether? £338

Mr Klein wants to book a holiday to the Caribbean. He has a budget of £400. His flight will cost £240. His 
accommodation with cost £175. He would also like to hire a jet ski priced £94 and go on a snorkelling trip priced £60. 

Can he afford the holiday? If not, how much more will the holiday cost?

£169 more

Ling has £90 to travel to London. The travel agent has found a train that costs £56. 

How much money does Ling have left?
£34

Juan wants to know how many holidays were booked in March. He found out that 547 holidays were in Spain whilst 
259 holidays were in France. 

How many more holidays were booked to Spain than France? 

288 holidays

An adult flight ticket to Belgium costs £110 and a child’s ticket costs half the price of the adults. 

How much more money would a family of two adults and two children need if they had £290?
£40

The distance between the UK and Poland is 2047km. 

If Paula has already travelled 1284km, how many km is left of her journey?
763km

A plane can take 264 passengers. There are 183 people on board. A travel agent booked another 86 people  
onto the plane. 

How many people will not be able to travel?

5



Globetrotting Customer Problem Cards Answer Sheet
Eliza is travelling around Europe. Below, the table shows how long it has taken her to travel between cities.

Rome to Venice: 310 minutes 
Venice to Pula: 182 minutes 
Pula to Poreč: 49 minutes

How long has it taken her to travel so far? 

541 minutes

Tim has £30 and wants to purchase travel insurance. Travel insurance costs £19.00. How much change will he receive? £11.00

Airport Transfer

Adult £6.00 
Child £2.00

How much would it cost for one adult and two children?

£10.00

All Aboard to Paris!

It takes 85 minutes to fly from Manchester to Paris. It takes 195 minutes to fly from Reykjavik to Paris. 

What is the difference in the flight times?

110 minutes
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